
D. SEN and Makaton Resources

Item Description Benefits Cost

D101 Move & Sit Wedge Cushion -Use as a seating cushion to boost posture and stop 

fidgeting

- Helps practice balance, build core strength and promote 

correct posture

£1.50

D102 Circular Wobble Cushion -Use as a seating cushion to boost posture and stop fidgeting

- sit or stand on to practice balance, build core strength and 

promote correct posture

- Can be used as a balance and wobble cushion to encourage 

ankle stability and balance

£1.50

D103 Circular Wobble Cushion -Use as a seating cushion to boost posture and stop fidgeting

- sit or stand on to practice balance, build core strength and 

promote correct posture

- Can be used as a balance and wobble cushion to encourage 

ankle stability and balance

£1.50

D104 Writing Slope -Enables children to work and write at the optimum angle.

-slope is set at the recommended angle of 20 degrees and 

has rubber grips on the bottom to prevent the slope from 

moving on the desk

£1.00

D105 30 Sec Sand timer

Virtually indestructible sand timers 

with moulded end caps and thick wall 

surrounds

-Promotes sharing, turn taking skills and concept of time 50p
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D106 1 Minute Sand Timer

Virtually indestructible sand timers 

with moulded end caps and thick wall 

surrounds

-Promotes sharing, turn taking skills and concept of time 50p

D107 3 Minute Sand Timer

Virtually indestructible sand timers 

with moulded end caps and thick wall 

surrounds

-Promotes sharing, turn taking skills and concept of time 50p

D108 5 Minute Sand Timer

Virtually indestructible sand timers 

with moulded end caps and thick wall 

surrounds

-Promotes sharing, turn taking skills and concept of time 50p

D109 10  Minute Sand Timer

Virtually indestructible sand timers 

with moulded end caps and thick wall 

surrounds

-Promotes sharing, turn taking skills and concept of time 50p

D110 How do I Feel

Interactive reading book of emotions 

Allows children to explore the concept of feelings in a visual 

way.

50p
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D111 Coloured Overlays

Many children, especially those with 

dyslexia, have difficulty reading black 

text on a white background. 

-Some children say the change in colour 'stops the words 

moving about’

Cheaper and more discreet than tinted lenses

-Come in five colours so each child can find which works 

best.

50p

D112 Ear Defenders

Many children find noise over 

stimulating, these children’s sized ear 

defenders provide some protection to 

noise

-Keep children calmer in noisy situations

-Give the children some control over their anxieties

50p

D113 Toilet Time

Visual Sequencing aid for toileting with 

removable pictures

-Sequential toilet training picture cues for boys and girls

-Can be flexible to meet any child's needs

-Parent's Guide to toilet training

50p

D114 Coloured Overlays

Many children, especially those with 

dyslexia, have difficulty reading black 

text on a white background. 

-Some children say the change in colour 'stops the words 

moving about’

Cheaper and more discreet than tinted lenses

-Come in five colours so each child can find which works 

best.

50p

D116 Numicon: At Home Kit The Starter kit for parents and their children to play and 

learn about numbers at home.

£1.00
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D117 Phonics flashcards- alphabet & word 

games

-Letter, shape & sound recognition

-Reading & spelling practice

-Build sentences

50p

D118 Busylegz Great for fidgets who need to move to focus. Can be used 

discretely without disturbing other children

£2.00

D120 Easy hold mirror Self Observation Speech motor work Looking a faces                 

Exploring reflections

£1.00

D122 Attention Tracker Operate remotely by Teacher or parent, provides 

immediate non-verbal feedback, lights up during count 

down, add points for staying on task. Set your own pace for 

each task.

£1.50

D123 Feeling & Emotions Game Cards Examples of situations include being left out at playtime, 

meeting new grown-ups and receiving a present you don't 

like. Teaching advice is given on the back of the card

£1.00
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D124 Social Situation Cards: Building 

Friendships 

These game cards are designed to help develop friendship 

skills.      Examples include greeting a friend, asking a friend, 

asking a friend to play amd losing a game

£1.00

D125 Social Situation Game Cards These games will engage children as they consider what the 

right or wrong answer will be to a common social scenario. 

Examples of situations include 'I feel cross', 'sharing' and 

'circle time and listening

£1.00

D127 3 set of Liquid Timers -Visual sensory aid that captivates                                                           

-Teaches colours or the concept of time                                                 

-May be good as a calming down aid for children and adults

£1.00

D128 Set of 2 Liquid Timers - Green and 

Blue, Red and Blue

-Visual sensory aid that captivates                                                          

-Teaches colours or the concept of time                                               

-May be good as a calming down aid for children and adults

50P

D130 Roller ball mouse -The comfort of a mouse and the fingertip control of a 

trackball Uses less arm movement and desk space than a 

conventional mouse

£1.00
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D131 Ear Defenders

Many children find noise over 

stimulating, these children’s sized ear 

defenders provide some protection to 

noise

-Keep children calmer in noisy situations

-Give the children some control over their anxieties

£1.00

D132 Combi pack of Pencil Grips This pack of 12 grips contains one of each of our different 

kinds of pencil grips and will enable you to check which 

best suits your needs.

50p

D139 All About Me Family Counters Colourful family counters represent people and pets in all 

families. Developing personal identity. Early numeracy 

skills: counting, sorting and patterning.

£1.00

D140 Acrylic Coloured Numbers Made of transparent coloured acrylic, these are a wonderful 

way to demonstrate colours, the principles of colour 

mixing, and offer a fun way to learn about and experience 

colours. 

£1.00

D141 Acrylic Coloured Letters Made of transparent coloured acrylic, these are a wonderful 

way to demonstrate colours, the principles of colour 

mixing, and offer a fun way to learn about and experience 

colours. 

£1.00
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D142 Acrylic Colured Paddles Made of transparent coloured acrylic, these are a wonderful 

way to demonstrate colours, the principles of colour 

mixing, and offer a fun way to learn about and experience 

colours. 

£1.00

D143 A3 Light Panel Perfect for lighting items from beneath and works well with 

transparent and translucent objects; these portable panels 

are great to investigate and explore pattern, shape, colour, 

opacity and transparency.

£2.50         

(£10 deposit)

D144 The Play Doctors Early Years Fan set -Every day instructions, Early years activities & instructions, 

emotion faces, snack fan & lets play.

£1.00

D146 Writing Slope -Enables children to work and write at the optimum angle.

-slope is set at the recommended angle of 20 degrees and 

has rubber grips on the bottom to prevent the slope from 

moving on the desk

£1.00

D147 Time Tracker Visually track the passing of time.  Easy to read display, can 

be used to keep on track for a variety of tasks

£1.50
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D148 Wedge cushion -Use as a seating cushion to boost posture and stop 

fidgeting

- Helps practice balance, build core strength and promote 

correct posture

£1.50

D149 Balance Pad (slightly larger than 

wobble cushions)

-Use as a seating cushion to boost posture and stop fidgeting

- sit or stand on to practice balance, build core strength and 

promote correct posture

- Can be used as a balance and wobble cushion to encourage 

ankle stability and balance

£1.50

D150 Busy Legz Great for fidgets who need to move to focus. Can be used 

discretely without disturbing other children

£2.00

D151 Wedge cushion -Use as a seating cushion to boost posture and stop 

fidgeting

- Helps practice balance, build core strength and promote 

correct posture

£1.50

D152 Balance Pad (slightly larger than 

wobble cushions) Purple

-Use as a seating cushion to boost posture and stop fidgeting

- sit or stand on to practice balance, build core strength and 

promote correct posture

- Can be used as a balance and wobble cushion to encourage 

ankle stability and balance

£1.50
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D153 Donut Balance Pad -Use as a seating cushion to boost posture and stop fidgeting

- sit or stand on to practice balance, build core strength and 

promote correct posture

- Can be used as a balance and wobble cushion to encourage 

ankle stability and balance

£1.50

D154 Stringy Ball x3 Can be used for stress reduction, fiddling or rehabilitation and 

strength building
£1.00

D155 Resistence Parachute This huge resistance parachute is ideal to encourage 

children to run around.

 can also be used to learn about the effects of air resistance. 

Great for kids with loads of energy who can't keep still.

£2.00

D156 Vibrating snake A simple yet immensely effective tactile experience, this 

flexible vibrating snake can be wrapped around the body, 

draped over the shoulders or placed under the feet to help 

stimulate the senses.

£1.50

D159 Fairy Worry plaque Give your worries to the fairies with this interactive Worry Plaque!  

The plaque glows red when you place your hand on it and think of 

your worry. When the fairies have heard it, the plaque glows green, 

your worries are with the fairies. 

£1.00
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D160 Time Tracker Mini Visually track the passing of time.  Easy to read display, can 

be used to keep on track for a variety of tasks

£1.50

D161 Easi Timer Simple timer to help children keep on task, improve time 

management skills and visulise remaining time

£1.50

D162 Think and Roll foot roller Attaches to the front of any standard classroom chair and 

provides a foot roller for "busy" feet. 

£1.00

D163 Bouncy Bands Put around chair legs to provide quiet sensory feedback at 

school or at home.

50p

D164 Wobble Stool Active wiggle seat for children who can’t sit still. Great for 

children with ADD/ADHD - Can help with core strengh and 

posture.

£2.00
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D165 Microsoft Comfort Curve Keyboard A practical and easy-to-use solution for anyone looking to 

enhance the comfort level of their computing experience. 

£1.50

D166 Maxtek Big Button Kids Keyboard Connects to PC with USB.  Large colourful keys  keys for 

ease of use

£1.50

D167 Baby Ear Defenders Many children find noise over stimulating, these children’s 

sized ear defenders provide some protection to noise

£1.00

D167 Utensil Set Soft, large cushioned grip handles for easy hold.  Spoon, 

teaspoon and fork all bendable to any angle upto 90◦

£1.00
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D201 My First signs

This first signing guide for hearing and 

deaf children contains over 40 key signs

-Helps develop early language skills

-Provides a means for babies to communicate before 

speech is established

-Beneficial to use alongside speech as reinforcement

50p

D202 My First Animal Signs -Helps develop early language skills

-Provides a means for babies to communicate before 

speech is established

-Beneficial to use alongside speech as reinforcement

50p

D203 Play Time

Book with basic signs alongside images 

of play

-Helps develop early language skills

-Provides a means for babies to communicate before 

speech is established

-Beneficial to use alongside speech as reinforcement

-Sharing & turn taking

50p

D204 Going Out

Book with basic signs alongside images 

of going out and all that that involves!

-Helps develop early language skills

-Provides a means for babies to communicate before 

speech is established

-Beneficial to use alongside speech 

-Introduces concept of preparing and going out

50p

D205 Getting Ready

Book with basic signs alongside images 

of getting ready and all that that 

involves!

-Helps develop early language skills

-Provides a means for babies to communicate before 

speech is established

-Beneficial to use alongside speech 

-Introduces concept of preparing and getting ready

50p

Makaton Resources
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D206 Meal Time

Book with basic signs alongside images 

of meal time and all that that involves!

-Helps develop early language skills

-Provides a means for babies to communicate before 

speech is established

-Beneficial to use alongside speech as reinforcement

-Early signs for food & things associated with meals

50p

D207 My First Makaton Symbols & Signs -Makaton Symbols and Signs which encourage the 

development of essential communication and literacy skills.

50p

D209 My Makaton Book of Nursery 

Rhymes

'Baa Baa Black Sheep', 'Humpty 

Dumpty', 'Incy Wincy Spider' & Mary 

had a little lamb’

-Each rhyme is enhanced with Makaton Signs which 

encourage the development of essential communication 

skills

NB Activity sheets available from signing hands website!

50p

D210 A Trip to the Park

-With Makaton signs

-Using signs helps develop communication skills and follow 

the story.

-Based on getting ready, travelling, enjoying the destination 

and the end of the day. 

-Easy way to learn new signs and practice signing simple 

phrases.

50p

D211 A Trip to the Seaside

-With Makaton signs

-Using signs helps develop communication skills and follow 

the story.

-Based on getting ready, travelling, enjoying the destination 

and the end of the day. 

-Easy way to learn new signs and practice signing simple 

phrases.

50p
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D212 Signing time with Singing Hands

All the favourite songs with Makaton 

signing

-Learn common signs to use everyday

-Signs for transport, colours & animals

50p

D213 Signing time 2 with Singing Hands -Learn common signs to use everyday

-Signs for numbers, letters, & colours

-Enhances communication & language development

50p

D214 Something Special Big People, Little 

People

-Opportunity to see Makaton signing in context

-Enhances communication &

50p

D215 Something Special Out & About -Opportunity to see Makaton signing in context

-Enhances communication & language development

50p

D216 Singing Hands 3     -Learn common signs to use everyday

-Signs for numbers, letters, & colours

-Enhances communication & language development

50p
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D217 Something Special - How Are You Mr 

Tumble?

    -Learn common signs to use everyday

-Signs for schools, baking, forest and more

-Enhances communication & language development

50p

D218 Something Special - Out and About: 

Hello Mr Tumble

    -Learn common signs to use everyday

-Signs for garden, hospital, airport and drive

-Enhances communication & language development

50p


